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This study investigates the impact of different degrees of prominence in the prosody-gesturealignment in spontaneous speech. Generally, co-speech gestures and prosodic events align intheir occurrence (e.g. [1], [2], [3]). Non-referential hand gestures usually signal structuralinformation on the discourse [1], rather than showing a semantic connection to speech.Following [4], we investigate the smallest gestural constituent, the stroke, and its peak, theapex. The stroke is the only obligatory component of a gesture, building its core and being ashort, prominent movement [4]. The apex is the most prominent point of each stroke, havingno or low velocity and often being the end- or turning point of the gesture [5]. Regardingprosodic prominence, we follow [6]’s proposal that different pitch accents are associated withdifferent levels of prominence resulting in a Pitch Accent Prominence Scale from lowest tohighest prominence: no accent < L* < !H* < H*+L < H* < L+H* (cf. [7], [2]; according toGToBI [8]). Given that prosodic prominence varies as a function of information structure(IS), cf. [6], [9] we address the research question whether the alignment of prosody and gestureis sensitive to IS in German spontaneous speech.The data are taken from the SaGA corpus [10]. 18 dialogues (204 min.) of task-orientedspontaneous speech (direction description) were analysed. The corpus provides word andgesture type annotation [10]. Stroke and apex annotation was done following [5], pitch accentannotation with GToBI [8]. Following [11], annotation of IS was done considering informationstatus (Given, Accessible, New) and focus (new-information focus NF and contrastive focusCF). The occurrence of gestures in relation to pitch accents and IS categories was extracted.In total, 775 non-referential gestures were found in the corpus, from which 39,5% of allapex occurrences aligned with IS referents (Fig 1a). The remaining 60,5% of all apicesoccurred on words not coded for IS. Still, 51,8% of their strokes (31,4% of all gestures)overlapped with the nearest referent and were included in the analysis. When an apex alignedwith an IS referent, the word always carried a pitch accent (Fig 2). Results showed no directcorrelation between pitch accent type and IS, contrary to previous findings [6], [9]. Whenlooking at pitch accent distribution on IS referents accompanied by an apex, the occurrence ofL+H* is higher on “accessible” referents, while “given” showed less L+H* and most L*suggesting lower prominence (Fig 2). Regarding “accessible” referents accompanied by agesture, the apex aligned only in 32,4% of the cases (Fig 1a, b, 3c). Comparing pitch accentand gesture distribution under the different information status levels, apices aligned best withL* accents in the “given” condition (Fig 3a), while in the “accessible” (Fig 3b) and “new”conditions (Fig 3c), the apex alignment increased along the Prominence Scale.Independent of gesture occurrence, most L+H* accents occurred with “discourse-new”material, which is in line with the Prominence Scale [6]. With respect to focus, strikingly moreL+H* were observed for NF than for CF. When a focus is accompanied by an apex,downstepped !H* occurrences were more frequent with CF than NF.Strikingly, most IS material was accented, even though “given” referents are usuallyprosodically less prominent [9] (and NF is less prominent than CF [8]). Presumably, this resultmight be task-specific behaviour of the interlocutors to signal that for memorising a route,emphasizing every detail, even already active referents, is relevant. Although more than halfof the non-referential gesture apices were not likely to align with IS referents, these preliminaryresults suggest that pitch accent-gesture alignment is sensitive to Information Structure.
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Figure 1. Percentage Distribution of Pitch accents foreach Information Status level

Figure 1. Percentage Distribution of Pitch accentsfor each Information Status level

Figure 2. Distribution of Pitch accents for each InformationStatus level, when accompanied by a gesture.

Figure 1a, b. Distribution of Gesture occurrence a) on all IS-referents(left) and b) on referents with Information Status ‘Accessible’ (right).

Figure 3a, b, c. Distribution of Pitch accents and Gestureparts (a = apex, s = stroke) under different Information Status;Top to bottom: a) Given, b) Accessible, c) New.
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